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The Perfect Prison



● Street level surveillance is mass 
surveillance

● It doesn't effect everyone the same, but 
we all need to fight it.

● Prevent, Expose, Empower

Takeaways



Who You Are Matters. . .

But once street level surveillance architecture is 
built, it can be turned on anyone.



Why Street Level surveillance?
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What is Street Level Surveillance?



Street Level Surveillance is Mass Surveillance

Mass surveillance: surveillance of big groups of people (usually without suspicion that 
they've committed a specific crime).

Mass surveillance: surveillance that captures data that can be analyzed in the 
aggregate, in particular to determine social networks.

Street level surveillance makes the lives of everyone that it comes into contact with 
into easily quantifiable data susceptible to analysis



Cameras
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Biometrics
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 ALPRs record  not only the plate number but also the precise 
time, date and place it was encountered.

Automated License Plate Readers



North Oakland ALPR use East Oakland ALPR use



Overlay: white population 
vs. ALPR use

Overlay: income vs. ALPR 
use



Automatic Ticketing and Tolls



Cell-site Simulators



Can you encrypt the street?

Some help from existing technologies 
but…..



Generally pretty impractical



What do we do?

Prevent

Expose

Empower



Prevent

San Mateo County, CA, on deciding not to purchase a cell-site 
simulator: “After negotiations regarding contract terms, including 
business and legal issues, the County and Harris have been unable 
to reach agreement on a contract for the purchase of the System. 
Accordingly, the System will not be purchased at this time.”



Expose

● Know how the technologies are vulnerable.
● Wage public information warfare.



Expose

“The People’s Audit is 
intended to present the limited 
information that is available to 
date, highlight the lack of 
information available to the 
public, and reflect LA residents’ 
viewpoints on these unjust 
policies that are broadly 
enforced under the pretext of 
national security.  We ask, who 
is actually more secure under 
these policies and, more 
importantly, who is less 
secure?”



Expose



Expose



Empower



Empower

How can we defend from the technologies we already know about?

That's for you to answer. 


